We Help Pilots Bring
EVERYONE HOME SAFELY

SOLVE YOUR #1
AIR SAFETY RISK

SAFETY CULTURE
APS UPRT instills next-level
safety that permeates
operational effectiveness
and ingrains enhanced pilot
resilience in a crisis.
EVERYDAY APPLICATION
Advanced aerodynamic
understanding and improved
manual flight operations
proficiency pay dividends on
every flight.
TRAINING VALUE
APS UPRT efficiently
transforms pilot confidence
and competence to solve the
threat of Loss of Control Inflight.

Toll Free: 866-359-4273 (US & CAN) Tel: 480-279-1881

The LOC-I Threat
Existing licensing and training practices have
resulted in Loss Of Control In-flight (LOC-I)
persisting as the number one cause of fatalities
in aviation. Properly delivered Upset Prevention
and Recovery Training (UPRT) expands every
pilot’s knowledge and skill base well beyond
minimum standards, providing immediate and
resilient skills in a crisis.
APS’ proven UPRT solutions have saved
hundreds of lives by empowering pilots to
recognize, prevent or recover, if necessary,
from any airplane upset event. Achieve the
safest level of flight operations with APS.

info@apstraining.com

www.apstraining.com

AVIATION’S PREMIER UPRT SOLUTION
Learn More

CO-CREATE SOLUTIONS TO FIT YOUR
UNIQUE TRAINING NEEDS
APS’ Turnkey UPRT programs effectively solve the threat of Loss
of Control In-flight through integrated solutions that optimize the
benefits of on-aircraft, simulator, academic and virtual reality training.
With multiple locations and a diversity of training platforms, our team
of UPRT experts work with you to design the best training solution
specific to how you operate and your aircraft type(s).

TRAIN WITH THE INDUSTRY LEADERS

“

» Industry leaders including Delta Air Lines and United Airlines
trust APS UPRT as the premier solution worldwide for all their
Boeing and Airbus fleet-types. APS also trains government
agencies including the U.S. Army and United States Air Force.

Our flight department has been
through APS’ UPRT program 3 times. 1
initial and 2 recurrent.

» WYVERN, the highest standard in aviation safety and risk
management, and USAIG Performance Vector program have
partnered with APS to help their customers achieve the highest
level of safety.

“UPRT training in my opinion has the
greatest safety and cost leverage of any
training available. APS has been the
industry leader and values a passionate
mission to make pilots a safer asset for
their company.”

» The Every Pilot In Control Solution Standard™ (EPIC-S2™),
pioneered by APS and adopted by industry leaders, defines the
essential critical factors of life-saving UPRT implementation.

-Manager of Standards, Fortune 500 Company

YOUR ELITE
INSTRUCTORS
APS employs the world’s most
experienced instructors, all holding
a Master CFI-Aerobatic accreditation.
In addition to previous professional
experience flying airline and/or
corporate business jets, our team
has extensive all-attitude experience
teaching advanced maneuvering
essential to effective UPRT. Each
instructor is passionately committed
to customizing training to meet the
customer’s specific needs.

YOUR TRAINING
PLATFORMS
APS selects training platforms
specifically for their ability to impart
critical training elements necessary to
maximize pilot resilience. Integrated
multi-platform
UPRT
solutions,
including combinations of academic,
on-aircraft, advanced simulation, and
VR delivered in a condensed time
frame, are necessary to fully and
reliably mitigate the LOC-I risk.
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MULTIPLE TRAINING
LOCATIONS
APS’ all-new $11M headquarters in
Mesa, Arizona is specially designed to
optimize UPRT implementation. We also
serve our customers at four additional
easily-accessible worldwide locations.
Every team member is focused on
assuring each customer a friendly and
rewarding training experience.
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